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The rapid pace of discovery in genomics has been remark-
able. The first human genome was sequenced as recently as 
2003, costing between US$500 million and US$1 billion 
[1]. It then took just 5 years for costs to fall so dramatically 
that next-generation sequencing (NGS) approaches entered 
the clinical research setting. NGS approaches allow either 
the whole genome (via whole-genome sequencing [WGS]) 
or parts of it (via whole-exome sequencing [WES] or tar-
geted panels) to be sequenced in hours, at great depth and 
increasing sensitivity [2, 3]. This genomic information can 
inform diagnosis, prognosis and clinical management for a 
variety of disorders, particularly cancer and rare diseases. 
Over the past decade, genomic sequencing research studies 
have increased in size such that we are now said to be liv-
ing in the million-genome era [4]. Large-scale sequencing 
projects such as the 100,000 Genome Project in the UK and 
the All of Us Program in the US are collecting an unprec-
edented amount of genomic, clinical and healthcare resource 
use data on individuals with cancer or rare diseases, as well 
as healthy individuals.

Some of these large-scale projects are now approaching 
completion, and national health services will soon have to 
decide whether WGS and WES should be translated into 
clinical practice for specific disorders. In many countries, 
these decisions will be informed by evidence on the cost 
effectiveness of these technologies; however, the health 
economic evidence base for WES and WGS is very limited 
[3]. A recent literature review identified just eight economic 
evaluations of either WGS or WES, six of which were cost-
effectiveness analyses using diagnostic yield as the out-
come measure [3, 5–11]. Only two publications presented 

cost-utility analyses using quality-adjusted life-years 
(QALYs) as the measure of health outcomes, as recom-
mended by most health technology assessment (HTA) agen-
cies [12, 13]. However, neither of these cost-utility analyses 
provides information on health outcomes that HTA agencies 
can use to inform the translation of NGS technologies into 
clinical practice for specific disorders. Bennette et al. esti-
mated the cost effectiveness of generating information on 
incidental findings using NGS technologies, but evaluated a 
population screening approach rather than estimating health 
outcomes for a particular disorder [14]. Buchanan-Hughes 
et al. investigated the cost effectiveness of using bacterial 
WGS to guide antibiotic selection for urinary tract infec-
tions, and concluded that WGS is not cost effective in this 
context; however, these results are reported in a conference 
abstract that provides no information on QALYs [15].

Methodological uncertainty among health economists is 
one potential explanation for the lack of evidence on the 
health outcomes associated with genomic sequencing. Over 
the past decade, health economists have repeatedly ques-
tioned whether metrics such as the QALY, which focuses 
on clinical utility, can fully quantify the outcomes that are 
important to patients when they undergo genomic testing 
[16–20]. Some applications of genomic sequencing gen-
erate information that may not improve quality of life (as 
measured using preference-based health-related quality of 
life [HRQoL] instruments such as the EuroQol-five dimen-
sions [EQ-5D] questionnaire) or extend life expectancy. One 
example is the use of WGS and WES to guide diagnosis 
in autism spectrum disorder [10, 11]. However, such appli-
cations may impact on patient wellbeing via non-clinical 
routes, generating ‘personal utility’. This is a particular issue 
for individuals with rare diseases, who often have lengthy 
diagnostic journeys but few (if any) treatment options once 
they receive a diagnosis. This could also be an issue if indi-
viduals without known health problems undergo genomic 
sequencing and find out that they have an elevated risk of 
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a disease, but no preventive action can be taken to manage 
this risk.

There is no consensus among health economists on 
whether QALYs are sufficient to capture the clinical benefits 
of sequencing, or on the best way to capture the non-clinical 
benefits of sequencing. More fundamentally, health econo-
mists are also yet to agree on whether information on per-
sonal utility should feed into resource allocation decisions 
at all in this context, given that, in many jurisdictions, the 
costs associated with genomic sequencing will be met by the 
healthcare budget (hence an analytical perspective that more 
broadly considers patient wellbeing is not necessarily appro-
priate). This methodological uncertainty partially explains 
why existing economic evaluations of genomic sequencing 
have not gone beyond ‘narrow’ outcome measures such as 
diagnostic yield.

Compounding this uncertainty are practical issues. Most 
existing studies evaluating the outcomes associated with 
WGS or WES are designed to inform ‘local’ resource allo-
cation decisions (for example, within laboratories or in indi-
vidual hospitals) instead of contributing to within-country 
HTAs [21, 22]. Such studies therefore have less incentive to 
tackle methodological issues in outcome measurement in 
this context, and thus go beyond diagnostic yield. In addi-
tion, many existing studies have been conducted without 
the involvement of trained health economists [3]; therefore, 
even if investigators would like to better quantify clinical or 
non-clinical utility in this context, they may lack the exper-
tise to do so. Large-scale sequencing projects are, in theory, 
well-placed to address these practical issues by involving 
health economists, facilitating larger within-country studies, 
and collecting data on clinical and non-clinical outcomes. 
However, with the exception of the Cancer 2015 study in 
Australia (which collected some EQ-5D data [23]), large-
scale studies are yet to address these issues.

A Roadmap for Future Research

Despite these methodological and practical challenges, evi-
dence on the relative cost effectiveness of WGS and WES 
will soon be required to inform the translation of these tech-
nologies into clinical practice. Without this evidence, these 
technologies may be used in clinical contexts that reduce 
rather than improve population wellbeing. There are several 
steps that health economists can take in the coming months 
and years to improve the evidence base on the clinical and 
non-clinical utility of WGS and WES that will underlie these 
implementation decisions.

First, it is crucial that health economists generate evi-
dence on the clinical utility of genomic sequencing using 
the methods and metrics that are recommended by HTA 
agencies. Here, we are primarily referring to the use of 

preference-based HRQoL instruments such as EQ-5D ques-
tionnaires to generate utility weights that can be used to 
calculate QALYs. There is a perception that such instru-
ments will be too insensitive to capture changes in patient 
wellbeing before and after undergoing genomic sequencing, 
but this assumption should be tested in empirical studies (for 
an example, see Davison et al. [24]) to ensure that any evo-
lution in methods is evidence-based. Ideally, health econo-
mists should be involved in the early stages of large-scale 
sequencing studies to ensure that preference-based HRQoL 
instruments are administered to as many participants as 
possible. If this is not feasible—data collection is already 
underway in several large-scale studies—then stand-alone 
studies that collect HRQoL data from smaller subgroups of 
patients could still provide useful information on the clinical 
utility of WGS and WES. If these subgroups are carefully 
selected, and utility weights are generated for health states 
that are of broad relevance (for example, possessing a diag-
nosis), this information could then be extrapolated to related 
clinical contexts.

If there is reason to believe that patient wellbeing will 
change after undergoing genomic sequencing (for exam-
ple, supportive qualitative evidence), but commonly used 
HRQoL instruments show no effect, a second step would 
be to explore the use of alternative health-state valuation 
techniques to generate utility weights within the QALY 
framework. The time-trade-off (TTO) technique is one such 
approach. This approach has not only been used to calculate 
preference weights for health states as defined by EQ-5D 
survey responses but can also be used independently of the 
EQ-5D survey instrument to generate utility weights for 
health states specified in alternative ways (for example, using 
vignettes) [25]. Evidence from discrete choice experiments 
(DCEs) is also increasingly being used to supplement the 
findings of TTO studies that generate utility weights [26]. 
This evidence could be informative in this context given 
that patient preferences for health states generating personal 
utility will likely be heterogeneous.

A third step would be to make full use of existing evi-
dence on the diagnostic yield of WGS and WES. Studies 
that link this evidence to patient survival and quality of life 
(for example, trials or observational studies with long-term 
follow-up), could inform decision making regarding the 
translation of these technologies into clinical practice.

These initial steps are grounded in the extra-welfarist 
QALY-led approach applied by most HTA agencies around 
the world, and health economists should thoroughly inves-
tigate these lines of research before recommending a move 
away from the existing paradigm for outcomes measure-
ment in the context of genomic sequencing. Should health 
economists conclude that such a move is justified, in the 
first instance there are several extensions to the extra-wel-
farist approach that could be considered. One is the use of 
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multicriteria decision analysis, which could facilitate the 
simultaneous consideration of multiple outcomes [27]. A 
second potential extension is Sen’s capability approach, 
which could broaden the evaluative space of economic 
evaluations of WGS and WES [28].

Moving away from the extra-welfarist framework entirely, 
stated preference studies could provide an alternative mon-
etary measure of the value attached to genomic sequencing 
outcomes. Such approaches are appealing in this context as 
they allow analysts to combine information on both clinical 
and personal utility within a single metric. This informa-
tion could then be used within cost-benefit analysis (CBA). 
Unfortunately, few stated preference studies of genomic 
sequencing have been conducted to date [29], primarily 
because incorporating this information into full economic 
evaluations would represent a notable departure from the 
value judgements that underpin current HTA processes 
(which reflect the fact that decision makers want to max-
imise health) [20]. However, some decision makers do now 
allow evidence from DCEs and CBAs to be submitted as 
supplementary analyses [13]. Stated preference studies may 
therefore be a valid approach for valuing genomic sequenc-
ing outcomes going forward, if, and only if, health econo-
mists conclude that a move away from the existing paradigm 
is justified.

Health economists have a vital role to play in the trans-
lation of genomic sequencing into clinical practice, and a 
key task is to improve the evidence base on the clinical and 
non-clinical utility of WGS and WES. We have outlined a 
roadmap for future research to build this evidence base, and, 
alongside all of these steps, health economists must also 
proactively engage with key policymakers and government 
agencies to highlight the importance of collecting this evi-
dence. In doing so, health economists can ensure that appro-
priate and timely decisions are made regarding the allocation 
of scarce healthcare resources to genomic sequencing.
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